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"We've got to ride the global warming issue. Even if the theory of global 
warming is wrong, we will be doing the right thing in terms of economic policy 
and environmental policy." – Tim Wirth, former member of Congress, U.S. 
Under Secretary of State for Global Affairs. 

At the Fifth Congress in Moscow, 'The Program,' was drafted and agreed upon by 
the International Communist dictators. It was agreed that an 
environmental "crisis" would be gradually developed to siphon 
off the money from capitalism and reduce countries to socialism 
and eventually under communism. I refer readers back to this 
column and the book by Gus Hall, head of the Communist Party 
USA for decades: Ecology, Can we survive under capitalism? 
published in 1972. 

While the news media in this country saturated the air waves over Michael 
Jackson's death last Friday, a real battle was going on in the House of Outlaws in 
Washington, DC. Comrade Pelosi was absent most of the day breaking arms to 
get the required number of votes to save the planet! 

Those of us who have actually taken the time to do the research fully understand 
global warming is a monstrous hoax against the world. Master of hustle and bull, 
Al Gore, has cleaned house promoting global warming. It has been his cash cow 
to an estimated $100 million dollars into his bank account. Usurper, 
Obama/Soetoro, believes the propaganda, too: Scientists: Obama document is 
'scare' tactic. "This is not a work of science but an embarrassing episode for the 
authors and NOAA," said meteorologist Joe D'Aleo, the former chairman of the 
American Meteorological Society's Committee on Weather Analysis and 
Forecasting."  

Let me say as someone who has been an activist full time going into my 20th 
year, next to NAFTA, GATT, CAFTA, our unlawful participation in the communist 
United Nothing (UN and the phony "hate crimes" bill sitting in the senate), this 
so called energy bill ranks at the top. It will further destroy the economy of this 
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country, our rights, run rough shod over the states, destroy more jobs that will go 
to commie China and destroy businesses. 

Below are learning links that tell you the truth instead of the bald faced lies from 
Gore, Obama/Soetoro, Clinton, Comrade Pelosi and those who stand to rake in 
big bux from the fruits of your labor, bleeding this country dry.  

First, let me comment on the hypocrisy of the Republicans; I belong to no party. 
This dangerous bill went from 936 pages to 1,201 pages and who knows what the 
final one looks like? H.R. 2454 morphed into an even more draconian piece of 
legislation and at 3:00 am, June 25, 2009, another 312 pages were added. The 
vote was scheduled for late in the day on June 26, 2009. 

I watched quite a bit of the live coverage C-SPAN. Every Republican gave the 
number of people who would lose jobs in their districts based on the language in 
the bill; all in the thousands. More jobs that will go to commie China. The 
Democrats got up and lied about what you could read with your own eyes in the 
bill. 

At one point, Rep. Gomert addressed one of the stupidest, most politically correct 
air heads in Congress, Ellen Tauscher, who was the chair woman while Pelsoi was 
making back room deals with the question: There is another 300+ pages added, 
but where is it? How do I get a copy before the vote? 

This arrogant nit wit said Gomert didn't ask a proper parliamentary question! 
After Gomert persisted, where can I get a copy, she replies it's in the Rules 
Committee Report, an amendment voted on earlier. 

Rep Barton then asks the same question: Fine, but where do we get a copy? How 
can we vote on 300+ pages added to the bill when we don't even have a copy of 
the text? (Not that any of them read this stuff in its entirety anyway.) 

This arrogant female, and you should see her presiding over the house like some 
sour puss Queen, said once again, it's in the Rules Committee Report and that it's 
not her job to provide a copy.  

Rep. Ike Skelton, another putrid Democrat from MO, popped up out of his stupor 
and said, "The bill isn't perfect, but we need to pass it and move on." 

Rep. John Boehner had a go around with an old burned out, empty headed fool, 
Henry Waxman. Yeah, Boehner, it is an outrage what went on last Friday and 
your party has done it in the past to the Democrats. Do we all remember what 
happened over the draconian "Patriot Act" bill? Here's a refresher from 2002: 

"In an interview with Rep. Ron Paul (R-TX), The Beacon has uncovered at least 
one Congressman that admits that Congress sometimes passes unconstitutional 
laws. Furthermore, Congressmen know that these laws are unconstitutional at 
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the time that the bills are passed. In addition, Rep. Paul revealed that laws are 
sometimes passed without the bills being available for reading and that often bills 
are passed on a "voice vote" (not a roll call vote) so that people back home will 
not know how a specific Congressman voted. 

"A recent example cited by Rep. Paul is the USA Patriot Act. This bill violates 
several constitutional protections and defines a "terrorist" as anyone who 
opposes a federal government program or policy. According to Rep. Paul, this 
means that a person who differs with the government on issues such as abortion, 
gun control laws, Free Trade Agreements, the United Nations, or any number of 
programs and activities could be defined as a terrorist and investigated by the 
government even though no crime is committed. The USA Patriot Act also gives 
the government the authority to establish a National ID Card for tracking and 
surveillance. 

"I've heard many conservative Congressmen expressing disappointment in 
themselves for voting in favor of this bill now that the American people are 
beginning to realize that this is a bad bill", said Rep. Paul. Rep. Paul also stated 
that the USA Patriot Act was not available to read or study before it was voted on 
and passed. 

"Another example cited by Rep. Paul is the recently passed Campaign Finance 
Reform Bill. This bill will silence groups from reporting on information such as 
how our federal elected officials have voted on important legislation anytime 
within 60 days of an election or 45 days before a primary. "Many Congressmen 
are now saying that they know it is unconstitutional but that is up to the courts. 
That, to me, is one of the most despicable arguments I've ever heard", said Rep. 
Paul. "What's the sense of taking an oath of office if you're going to pass things 
that are unconstitutional and hope the courts will save you from yourself", Rep. 
Paul continued." 

In 2002, Congress was controlled by the Republicans with a Republican 
president. A crook by the name of Dennis Hastert was Speaker of the House. He 
is a Republican. Now he's living the high life off the fruits of your labor when he 
should have gone to jail. The point is that the Republican leadership pulled the 
same shenanigans in 2002 as the Democrats did last Friday. They also shafted 
their own at the same time who would have voted against that bill.  

Boehner is in his 10th term in Congress and he was there when the Republicans 
did the very same thing to the minority Democrats. While these outlaws play 
their stupid political games, we the people are being crushed and driven into 
poverty. While Boehner deserves credit this round - ("By imposing a tax on every 
American who drives a car or flips on a light switch, this plan will drive up the 
prices for food, gasoline and electricity," said Boehner...") - where were the 
Republicans from January 1995 until November 2006? They had ample 
time to address the energy problems and take them one at a time, intelligently, 
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thoughtfully and in the best interests of the republic and cost to we the people 
with a GOP controlled Congress and White House.  

The vote was 219-212, a margin of only seven votes. Eight Republicans voted for 
this unconstitutional mess. While every member of Congress should be thrown 
out on their backsides in November 2010 (except Ron Paul and which clearly 
won't happen because millions of Americans are drowning in stupidity), these 
eight should be top of the list:  

Mary Bono Mack R (CA); Mike Castle R (DW); Mark Steven Kirk R (IL); Leonard 
Lance R (NJ); Frank LoBiondo R (NJ); John McHugh R (NY); Dave Reichert R 
(WA); Chris Smith R (NJ) 

The Internet is buzzing there is one more chance to stop this in the House:  

MOTION TO RECONSIDER  

"A motion to reconsider is a parliamentary practice that gives the House (or 
Senate) one opportunity to review its action on a motion, amendment, or 
measure. 

"Motions to reconsider are routinely laid on the table -- or killed. If a motion to 
reconsider is adopted, it requires a vote be held again on whatever the House has 
voted to reconsider. Only Members who voted on the winning side may 
move to reconsider a vote. (Emphasis mine) Members have been known to 
change their votes at the last minute in order to be eligible to offer the motion. 

"If the original vote on a question is close, enough members might be persuaded 
to change their position, or absent members could come to the floor, vote to 
reconsider, then reverse the outcome of the original vote. 

"Typically, however, after announcing the result of a vote, the Speaker states that, 
"without objection, a motion to reconsider is laid on the table." This uses up the 
one opportunity to reconsider, and makes the result of the vote final." 

However, the link "laid on the table" may end any hope of a motion to reconsider: 

LAY ON THE TABLE  

"A motion to lay on the table a bill, resolution, amendment, point of order, appeal 
or another motion disposes of the question immediately and finally and adversely 
-- it kills it without a direct vote on the substance of the question. A motion to 
table is not debatable and is adopted by unanimous consent -- without objection -
- or by majority vote. It is a "highly privileged motion" -- that is, in the order in 
which motions are given priority in the House, only a motion to adjourn has 
higher precedence than a motion to table a measure."  
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Did Pelosi or her minion, Tauscher, state: "without objection, a motion to 
reconsider is laid on the table"? In checking the Daily Digest for Friday, I did not 
see a statement by Pelosi on this, but the record might not be complete. I don't 
have a video of the entire proceedings.  

Congress is now out of session until July 6, 2009. The next step is the U.S. Senate 
and numbers. As far as I can tell, there is no resolution to the putrid 
Franken/Coleman senate race in Minnesota; click here. Franken is the buffoon a 
lot of people in Minnesota voted for - a comedian who made his living telling foul 
jokes. Franken became even more famous for his jokes about raping women. But, 
since he's a Democrat, that seems to excuse his filthy mouth, authoring porn and 
outrageous behavior. I can only say shame, shame on any American in Minnesota 
who voted for the equivalent of dirty pig. Oh, and one more thing: Franken 
committed adultery with hard core socialist, Arianna Huffington according to 
her; click here. But, then again, Huffington's husband left her to have sex with 
men. Does it get any more revolting? 

Liberal Democrat, Arlen Specter, most certainly a perfect vision of a corrupt 
politician, finally gave up his phony Republican label and went home. There are 
two "independents" - Comrade Bernie Sanders (VT) and the doddering old fool, 
Joseph Liberman (CT). There isn't a single, real constitutionalist in the 
U.S. Senate and many of the freedom hating Republicans, i.e., Juan McCain 
(Create green jobs! In favor of cap and trade), Olympia Snow (Voted yes on 
factoring global warming into federal project planning), Susan Collins (Voted yes 
on factoring global warming into federal project planning) will support this 
nonsense. The next step is to bombard the Senate with phone calls, faxes and 
snail mail (they ignore emails and respond with blather form letters) from now 
until the vote. I cannot stress to you how critical it is that we stop this from 
getting to the desk of the usurper Obama/Soetoro. Here is the list of senators and 
their web sites to contact after July 6, 2009. Also, remember that only 1/3 of the 
senate will be up for reelection in 2010.  

This bill - the largest tax hike in the history of this country - cannot get to 
Obama. This bill will kill 2 1/2 million jobs and most will go to commie China. 
How do I know? I listened to Boehner on C-SPAN for over an hour go through the 
amendment - a never ending horror story. There is a provision for extended 
unemployment for those who lose their jobs! Yes, that is right. These craven 
power mad politicians already know millions of jobs will be lost while we're 
heading for Depression Two, but don't worry! There's lots of unemployment to 
replace paychecks. Where is your outrage, America? 

I'm going to cover sections of that bill on my radio show tonight. Our very 
survival is on the line and we need to inform as many Americans as possible so 
the roar when the senate returns week after next is deafening. Here are a few 
bullet points provided by American Solutions (check their web site here and look 
at the big map): 
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Destroy an average of 1-3 million jobs, every year 
Raise inflation-adjusted gasoline prices by 74 percent 
Raise residential natural gas prices by 55 percent 
Raise an average family's annual energy bill by $1,500 annually 
Increase the federal debt by 26 percent, which is $29,150 per person 

State legislators also need to understand this bill stomps on states rights and goes 
right into neighborhoods. Please get informed. Talk to friends, neighbors and 
family. We must bury the senate in constant protest. Tell your 
senator/senatorette that we the people (and most likely some of the states) will 
bury the courts in lawsuits to gut the bill if it becomes law. Tell them this: 

 

"Arizona is now close to becoming the first state to outlaw climate change 
legislation. "The state Senate voted Monday, 19-10 to approve a bill banning the 
Department of Environmental Quality from enacting or enforcing measures with 
language pertaining to climate change. The bill is now awaiting House approval." 
Now that Arizona got rid of their former nit wit governor, Janet Napolitano, 
sanity is returning. Be sure to call your state legislator and senator and thank 
them for voting the right way. These legislators need to know you're 
behind them. 

 

Here's the other message to the U.S. Senate: We are warriors and we will fight. 

 
On live radio: Solutions Not Politics 
Monday-Friday 
6:00 pm PST, 8:00 pm CST and 9:00 pm EST 
Listen live:  
Podcast: 
Eagle 104 FM Tampa/Ocala 

(Show notes from last week as promised: The Praetorian Guard: The U.S. Role in 
the New World Order by John Stockwell; A Foreign Policy of Freedom by Ron 
Paul; Defrauding America - A Pattern of Related Scandals by Rodney Stich 
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(Dirty Secrets of the CIA and other Government Operations; The Big White Lie 
by Michael Levin, former DEA Agent. The CIA and the Cocaine Crack Epidemic.) 

Listen and Learn: 

This is a superb video that everyone must watch 

1 - The Great Global Warming Swindle 
2 - Video from your fellow American (short and heart breaking) 
3 - Highly recommend you read: Green Hell by Steven Milloy 
4 - Chu couldn't find his backside with dual mirrors 
5 - Here is the beauty of ice caps and none of us want to see them melt 

The BIG hoax called global warming: 

1 - Sue the people who sell carbon credits 
2 - 31,487 Real Scientists that don’t seem to agree with Al Gore’s Inconvenient 
Lie! 
3 - Prominent Scientist Fired By Gore Says Warming Alarm ‘Mistaken’  
4 - 35 Inconvenient Truths The errors in Al Gore’s movie  
5 - Short video: Stupdity of Al Gore and Hollywood 
6 - Democrats Refuse to Allow Skeptic to Testify Alongside Gore At 
Congressional Hearing  
7 - Clinton Vows to Use Cabinet Position to Push for Climate Treaty 
8 - EU’s new figurehead believes climate change is a myth  
9 - EPA's own research expert 'shut up' on climate change 
10 - Record cold temperatures - where's the global warming? 
11 - Shocker: 'Global warming' simply no longer happening 
12 - Why Third Year Arctic Ice Will Increase Next Year  
13 - Climate Provision Would Allow Global Warming 'Victims' to Sue 
14 - NOAA Meteorologist Claims 'Gross, Blatant Censorship' by Media for 
Speaking Out Against Climate Change Alarmism  
15 - Warmists deny Copenhagen access to polar bear scientist 
16 - The Ice in Greenland is Growing 
17 - Global Sea Ice Ends Year at Same Level as 1979 
18 - Facts Continue To Mock 'Global Warming' 
19 - Obama’s Energy Czar: Socialist Agent For World Government  
20 - Polluters to pollute more through the purchase of emission carbon credits or 
offsets 

© 2009 - NewsWithViews.com - All Rights Reserved 
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Devvy Kidd authored the booklets, Why A Bankrupt America and Blind Loyalty; 
2 million copies sold. Devvy appears on radio shows all over the country as well 
as her own; ran for Congress and is a highly sought after public speaker. 

She left the Republican Party in 1996 and has been an independent voter ever 
since. Devvy isn't left, right or in the middle; she is a constitutionalist who 

believes in the supreme law of the land, not some political party. Her web site 
contains a tremendous amount of information, solutions and a vast Reading 

Room. 

Devvy's website: www.devvy.com 

It isn't possible to respond to 20,000 emails a month. Before you send Devvy e-
mail, please take the time to check the FAQ section on her web site; it has been 

updated and filled with answers to frequently asked questions and links to 
reliable research sources 

E-mail is: devvyk@earthlink.net 
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